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This is the first of two papers devoted to the study of certain types of Lie 
algebras (generally infinite-dimensional) which are constructed from matrices 
(called generalized Cartan matrices) closely resembling Cartan matrices. 
In the first three sections we construct the Lie algebras, derive their basic 
properties, and construct a symmetric invariant form on those Lie algebras 
derived from the so-called symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrices. In 
Section 5 we show that ideals in our Lie algebras must be principal and, in 
fact, most of the time the algebras are simple. Sections 6, 7, and 8 describe 
the ideal lattices of the non-simple Lie algebras (called Euclidean Lie algebras) 
and terminate with a classification of such algebras. Finally in Section 9 
we see that the onIy finite-dimensional Lie algebras obtained from generalized 
Cartan matrices are the split semisimple Lie algebras. 
The paper to follow this will be devoted exclusively to Euclidean Lie 
algebras, primarily directed towards describing factors of such algebras by 
maximal ideals (see [3]). 
1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ALGEBRAS 
The material of this section is very similar to the first part of Chapter VII 
of [2]. Consequently we will be fairly brief. 
Let @ be a field of characteristic zero and let the rationals, Q, be identified 
with its prime subfield. Z and N will denote the integers and natural numbers, 
respectively. 
Let (A,) be an I x I integral matrix with the properties 
(i) & = 2 i = l,..., Z, 
(ii) A, < 0 if i # j, 
(iii) Aii = 0 o Aji = 0 for all i, j = l,..., 1. 
Such a matrix will be called a generalized Curtan matrix. Let L = {l,..., I}. 
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Let F be the free Lie algebra over @ generated by the 31 free generators 
hi , ei , fi , i E L. Define H = @hi + .*. + @hr and let A be an Z-dimensional 
vector space over @ with a basis 01~ ,..., 01~. We define a linear mapping, -, 
of A into H* (the dual space of H) by &(hj) = Aij for all i,j E L. In the sequel 
we will drop the overtildes and write /3(h) for&h). It should be noted, however, 
that the linear mapping is not in general l-l and it is important for our 
purposes to distinguish between elements of A even when they induce the 
same function on H. 
We now put e = F/K where K is the ideal of F generated by the elements 
and denote the canonical image of an element a E F in z by d. Following 
Jacobson, we now let X be the free associative algebra (with identity) over @ 
ontfreegeneratorsx, ,..., xI, and for each A E H* define a representation of F 
onXby 
lh = d(A)1 for all h E H, 
(Xi, “. Xi,) h = (A - Ciil - “’ - QZiv)(h) Xi, “’ Xi, 7 
lfi = xi , (Xi, . . . Xi,) f< = xi, . . . X&Xi , (9 
le, = 0, 
(Xi, ... Xi,) f?$ = xi, -*. xi*-*eixi, - 2$&l - ai1 - *** - aiuel)(hi) xi1 ... xi"-l. 
K is in the kernel of this representation and hence we have an induced 
representation of z on X. One shows that the linear mapping restricted to 
the linear space generated by the ei ,fi , hi , i E L, is 1-l whence we write 
ei , fi , hi instead of t$ , f;, , & in z. 
There is an automorphism of period two on F which interchanges ei and fi 
and takes hi into -hi for all i E L. This induces an automorphism q of period 
two on E. 
Let e+ (resp. e-) be th e subalgebra of z generated by the e, (resp. fi), and 
let 0 be the universal enveloping algebra ofl. For each I-tuple (4 ,..., c&) of 
nonnegative (resp. nonpositive) integers not all zero, we define fl(di ,..., d,) 
to be the subspace ofe spanned by the elements [eil ,..., e,*]r (resp. [fi, . . ..fi.l) 
where ej (resp. fj) appears 1 dj ) times, we define L(O, O,..., 0) = H, and 
&4 ,..., d,) = (0) for any other I-tuple of integers. Finally, for any I-tuple 
1 [a, ,..., a,1 = [I... [[~l%l%l . ..I %I 
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d,) #= (0 ,..., 0) we write (d, ,..., d,) > 0 if di 3 0 for each i, and 
r ,..., d,) < 0 if di < 0 for each i. Clearly E(d, ,..., dr) is finite-dimensional 
for each I-tuple of integers and 
dimx(O ,..., O,l,O, ,0) = 1, dimL(O,..., 0, -l,O, ,O) = 1. 
PROPOSITION 1. 
(i) Z, = c f&4 >..., 4, 
(d,....,d,PO 
2-= c 2(dl )...) d,). 
(d~,....d$<O 
(ii) I f  a Ex(dl ,..., d,), [ah] = (CiEL &or,)(h) a for all h E H. 
(iii) [2(d, ,..., dl), L(d; ,..., di)] CL(d, + d; ,..., d, + dl)] 
(iv) Any element of E(d, ,..., d,) acts as a homogeneous transformation of 
degree - ziEL di on X relative to the regular grading of X. 
PROPOSITION 2. 
2=H@2+@2/ 
Proof. H + e+ + L,_ is seen to be a subalgebra of 2 by Proposition 1. 
Since it contains the ei ,fi , and hi , i E L, which generate2,L = H + 2, + 2- . 
The universal enveloping algebras o+ and o- of 2, and 2... may be con- 
sidered as subalgebras of 0. We begin by showing that 2, n2- = (0). 
To do this it is sufficient to show that o+ n rli_ = @l, . Let u E 0, n n- . 
u = hlcr + C &,....,i,ei, ... eiv 
The representation of 2 on X makes X into a unital o-module and 
It MEWS that h = p, C pi1 ,..., i, fi, *** fi, = 0, and u E @lo . 
if h+Z++Z- =0 where hEH, I+E~+ and ~-EL-, 
0 = lx;h + I+ + I-) = A(h) lx + I& . Since I,$ is in the subspace of X 
spanned by the elements of positive degree [Prop. l(iv)], A(h) = 0. But this 
must be true for any A E H*, whence h = 0. Thus I+ + I- = 0 and this 
we already know implies 1+ = 0 and I- = 0. 
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COROLLARY 1. 
v E N, span I% 
H and the elements [eil ,..., ei J and Lfi, ,..., fi J, with ii E L, 
COROLLARY 2. 0 = Bo+n- = Bu-o+ where B is the subalgebra (with 
identity) of 0 generated by H. 
THEOREM 1. e = 2 @j&d, ,..., d,), the sum taken over all I-tuples of 
integers (dl ,..., dJ. 
Proof. In view of Prop. 2, and using the fact that 7 interchangese(d, ,..., dJ 
and fl( -dl ,..., -d,), we need only show that 
Le. = C @e(d, ,..., d,), (dl ,..., dJ < 0. 
But if a(d, ,..., dE) f&d, ,..., dJ, and (d, ,..., d,) < 0, then 
lx+4 ,... , 4) E x(4 ,..., 4) 
the space spanned by the monomials xi1 **. xi, such that each X, , j E L appears 
-dj times. Since X is the free algebra generated by x1 ,..., xI , it is clear that 
the sum is indeed direct. 
From Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 we see that L is graded by 
There is also a coarser grading with Z as the group of degrees and the space, 
E(v), of elements of degree ZI defined by C&d1 ,..., d,), the sum being taken 
over I-tuples (4 ,..., d,) such that CioL di = w. In the sequel, the grading 
ofE (or onL-see below) will always be taken to be the Z-tuple grading unless 
explicitly stated otherwise. 
We now factor E by the ideal generated by the dij = fi(adfi)-*ij+l and 
d:’ = ei(ad ej)-**j+l where i, j E L, i # j. This ideal is homogeneous so that 
the factor algebra, L, is also graded by 
We will write L(d, ,..., d,) for the subspace of degree (dl ,..., dz) and L(w) for 
the space of degree n in the coarse grading. 
LEMMA 1. [dijed = 0 and [d;fJ = 0, k EL. 
Proof. See Chapter VII, Section 3, Lemma 1 of [2]. 
Consider f;  as a u-module, the representation of 0 one being that induced 
by the adjoint representation. 
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The ideal generated by dij (and containing dij) in e is 
d,,o = d,,B&o- = @dijo- C c e(v). 
v<-2 
Likewise, d$cf C XV2 2 e(v). It follows z, 211 <z z(v) is mapped isomorphically 
in L under the natural homomorphism of e onto L. The image of the general 
element a of E in L will be denoted by 6. We note that 7 induces an auto- 
morphism of period two on L which we again denote by 7. 
PROPOSITION 3. ad I?~ and adji are locally nilpotent in L-that is, for any 
6~ L there exists mi = m<(a) EN such that d(ad QQ = 0 and like-wise for 
the adJi . 
Proof (Ref. [4]). Let L, be the set of elements of L common to the 
Fitting null-spaces of the ad ei and adfi, i E L. L, is a subalgebra of L con- 
taining the e, and fi , i E L. Thus L, = L. 
Our main interest now is in the algebra L (which we will denote by L((A,,)) 
when we wish to show its dependence on (Aij)). Consequently, we will write 
ei , fi , hi fore, , fi , hi and write H for r;i. We will call 01 = xieL diai E A a root 
if L, F i L(d, ,..., d,) + (0), and then call L, the root space for 01. The set of 
roots of L will be denoted by A and a nonzero root will be called positive or 
negative according as (4 ,..., d,) > 0 or (dl ,..., dJ < 0. The sets of positive 
and negative roots will be denoted by A+ and A-, respectively and the space 
spanned by their root spaces-that is E+ and E----will be denoted by L, and 
L- . If a: = CIEL dicri is a root, its height, ht(ol), is defined as CiEL di and its 
absolute height is 1 ht(a)/. a1 ,..., aI are called the fundamental roots. 
We note the trivial fact that L(M) s L(M’) if M and M’ differ only by a 
a permutation of the rows together with the corresponding permutation of 
the columns. 
We may associate a diagram with a generalized Cartan matrix (Coxeter- 
Dynkin diagram) by drawing I vertices and joining the ith and jth vertices 
by AijAji lines. Though the diagram characterizes neither the matrix nor 
the Lie algebra, it is still useful. In fact, if we define (Aij) to be indecomposable 
if its diagram is connected, we see that we can restrict our attention to the Lie 
algebras L((Aij)) with the (&) indecomposable because of the following. 
PROPOSITION 4. If 
, 
L((A,,)) g L((Aj;‘)) x L((Aj;))). 
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2. THE WEYL GROUP 
For each j E L define a linear transformation ri on A by olirj = 01~ - Aiiai , 
i E L. Each ri is a symmetry in the sense of Serre [4], since miri = -(Y~ , 
y.2 = 1 and ri leaves an (2 - 1)-space of A point-wise fixed. The group, W, 
g:nerateAd) by the ri , i E L is called the Weyl group. A most important fact 
about W is the following: 
THEOREM 2 (Ref. [5]). I f  w E W, then dw = A and there exists an 
automorphism 0 = 0(w) such that (L,) 0 = L,, for all 01 E A. 
Remark. The construction of 0 is as follows: If  w = ri , i E L, e(r,) is 
defined as exp(ad ei) exp(adfi) exp(ad ei). For any other w E W, we choose 
any expression riI *** rik for w in terms of the ri and define B(w) = 
B(ri,) ... t?(r,,). Since 0(w) depends on our choice of the expression for w, 
we suppose now one e(w) chosen for each w and this is fixed from henceforth. 
We will call OL E A a Weyl root if 01 E {ai W 1 i E L}. A direct consequence of 
Theorem 2 is that dim L, = 1 if 01 is a Weyl root (since dim Ltii = 1, i E L). 
PROPOSITION 5. The generators rl ,..., rz of W satisjy the relations ri2 = 1, 
i E I,, (rirj) Pij = 1, i, j E L, i # ,j where Pii is related to AijAj, by the table 
AijAj, 0 1 2 3 > 4 
pii 2346 XI 
Proof. Clearly ri2 = 1, i E L. Suppose i, j E L, i # j and suppose further 
that AijA,, # 4. Let A,, be the subspace of A formed by the elements /3 
such that fi(hi) = 0 and ,8(hi) = 0. We can choose a basis 01~ , + , vi ,..., v1-2 
where the zli E A, , i = I,..., 1 - 2. The characteristic equation of rirj is then 
seen to be [X2 + (2 - AiiAiJ X + l](h - 1)z-2 and the desired results can be 
obtained by examining its roots. If, on the other hand, AijAji = 4, one can 
verify that rirj restricted to the subspace @LX* + @XX~ is not of finite order 
which is all we need. (Also see [l], p. 120.) 
If  (Aij) is nonsingular, we obtain a nondegenerate pairing of A and H 
by (mi , hj) = Aii, i, j EL. We can then let W act on H by hw = h(w-l)* 
(the transpose of w-l). We obtain hjrk = hi - A,jh, for all j, k E L, and 
(p, h) = (pw, hw) for all w E W. Under these conditions we have the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 6. B(w) 1 H = w. 
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Proof. We need only show this when w = rk-. But h&r,) = -h, and 
it is easy to see that the (1- 1)-subspace [c+]” of H is left pointwise fixed 
by e(r,). Since rk also has these properties, rli = O(rI,) 1 H. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF AN INVARIANT FORM 
Let (&.) be a generalized Cartan matrix. We will say that (AJ is symme- 
trizable if there exist nonzero rational numbers er ,..., E~ such that 
(Aii) diag(c, ,..., l 1} is a symmetric matrix. It is easily seen that any generalized 
Cartan matrix whose diagram contains no cycles (that is, a set ir ,..., i, of 
vertices, Y > 2, such that vertex & is joined to vertex ii+r , where the indices 
are taken modulo r) is symmetrizable. If  (&) is indecomposable the Q’S are 
determined up to a scalar. 
A bilinear form 7 defined on a Lie algebra K is said to be invariant if 
T([ab], c) = T(a, [bc]) for all a, b, c E K. The purpose of this section is to prove 
THEOREM 3. If  (Aij) is a symmetrizahle generalized Cartan matrix then 
L = L((A,,)) possesses a symmetric invariant from. 
We begin by defining a symmetric bilinear form cr on A by 
u(ai , (Y.~) = Aijcj (= A,,<,) for all i,j E L. 
Now put h,$ = cihi , i E L and define for /? = zieL &CQ E A, h, byJ&, hihai . 
Using this we transfer u to H (where we call it T,,) by 7,Jh, , h,) = a@, y). 
Since u(ai , tij) = Aijej = ui(hwj), ~~(h~ , h,) = fl(h,,) for all B, y  E A. Note 
that 7O is trivially invariant since H is Abelian. 
For each r EN, put MT = z, iI GTL( and let d, be the set of roots of 
absolute height less than or equal to r. We will say that a bilinear form 7r 
defined on M, is invariant if T,([ub], c) = T,Ja, [bc]) for all a, b, c E M, such 
that [ub] and [bc] are also in M, . We will construct our symmetric invariant 
form, 7, on L by constructing, for each r E N, a symmetric invariant form 7,. 
on M, extending 7+-r . Explicitly, if a and b are homogeneous elements of M, , 
TV(b) a) is given by 
TT(b, a) = T,-db, a) if b, a E M,.-, . 
T,(b, a> 4, = Lb, al if bEL+ and agL, 
for some root /3 E fl, - A,-, , (3) 
T,(b, a) = 0 otherwise. 
Implicit in this definition is the assumption that [LB ,L-J c @h, for any 
/3 E d, - d+, , which we have to prove (Lemma 2).2 
2 We have recently proved a conjecture of Verma that [LB , L-J is at most l-dimen- 
sional for all p if and only if the generalized Cartan matrix is symmetrizable. 
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We begin at Y = 1. It is then trivial that [La , L-,] C @Zza for each root 
/I E A, - A, since the only roots of d, - A, are the f 01~ , i E L. One verifies 
that 7r is invariant. 
Let us now suppose that [La , L-a] C @Zzs whenever /S E A, and suppose 
that rr has been shown to be invariant on Mr. 
LEMMA 2. [L,,L-,] C @hBfor any ,t? E A,,, . 
Proof. We may assume that p is positive and /3 E A,+l - A,. . Let c ELM , 
d EL-, . We may assume that c is of the form [eil ,..., e,,+l] and d is of the form 
[h, ,...,fj,+,l. Put ei = eir+l , a = [e,, ,..., q.l,h = h,,, , and b = [fi, ,...,h,l. 
Thus c = [ae,], d = [bf] and 
WI = QI4~fll4 + blIddh11) + W~l.Ll4 + M~P~fjlll). (4) 
Now [[@hII 4 = ~,@kfill, 4 hi = ~,(b, [Ml 4) hut , while 
C4kibl fjll = - I241 hl ~1 = - ~r([ki4 ./A 4 hi 
= - ~,U41, K4) Li = ~,(h II41 4) 43-,i . 
Thus the sum of the first pair of terms of the right-hand side of (4) is in @hs .
The last pair of terms are both zero unless i = j. If i = j, [A] = Ah,++ , 
for some X E CD by the induction assumption. Thus ~Ck4.fil~il = 
- h(p - ai) hEi . On the otehr hand, [u[b[e&]]] = - (/3 - ai)(hi)[ub] = 
- A@ - cui)(hi) /zs-,j , so that the sum of the last pair of terms of (4) is also 
in @h, . 
We are now able to define T,+~ on M,.,, and all that remains to show is 
that ~,+r is invariant. For convenience, we simply write (Zr , I,) for ~r+~(l~ , Za). 
LEMMA 3. If 1, E LB and LB EL-, where /3 E A,+l , then 
(9 (WI, 44 = L y Pd), 
(ii) (L&l, h) = (LB , [@I). 
Proof. (i) immediate. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose L, ELB$ , i = 1,2,3 where the & E A,.,, . Suppose fi, 
and jlz are linearly independent and B1 + p2 E A,+l , &, + rS, E A,.,, . Then 
([ZB1 34?1]7 43J = VB1 Y Ps, 9 &I)* 
Proof. Both sides of the above equation are zero if j$ + /3s + j& # 0. 
Thus we suppose p1 + /?a + & = 0, and put Z$. = [Zsi-, , la,-,], indices 
taken modulo 3. Note that Z-s< EL-,( . By the Jacobi rdentrty 
whence 2 (ZmB6 , 5,) hBi = O. 
i=l 
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But pi + & + /I3 = 0 implies ZQ, + hs, + hs3 = 0, from which 
Since /3i and /3s are linearly independent, hOI and hB, are linearly independent 
and thus (LB1 , &) = (z& , hp) = (z& , ha). Then ([&&I, ZS,) = (z-B3 s 4~5) = 
(Zbl 9 43,) = (43, ? K3,I& 
LEMMAS. If ZOiELB,, i-1,2,3 and if thefii,i=1,2,3, PI+/&, 
and B2 + A are in 4+1 then V,&,l, 40~) = (bl y [b,&l)- 
Proof. Because of Lemmas 3 and4, we may suppose that j3, + /Ia + & = 0, 
none of ,$ , /3a , or /3a is zero, and fir , j?s , and & are linearly dependent. It 
follows that none of the & E c?$ for j E L. Also, precisely one of the Bt’s has 
maximal absolute height. 
Now, it is enough to prove the result when /3i has maximal absolute height. 
In fact, if we can do this, then by symmetry it will hold when /3s has the 
maximal absolute height. When /3s has the maximal absolute height, we can 
use the fact that ([~8,18,+11, hi+,) = (hi , [&,+14++,l> if and only if 
(ZL8i+l , zBi+,) = (LBj , $) (where LB,+, = [hi , ~T~+,I and the indices are taken 
modulo 3) to see that if the invariance relation holds for two values of i, it 
holds for the third. 
Thus, suppose /3i has maximal absolute height. We can suppose /?r is 
positive because (b, a) = (ZP, an) for all a, b E M,+l . It follows that& and & 
must be negative. We may restrict our attention to the case in which Ia, 
has the form [eil ,..., eis] = [ae] where a = [eil ,..., e,,J, e = ei, . Then 
h 3 (Zsl , [Z,,Z,J) = ([ae], [Zs,lo,l) = (a, [e[ZBJ8Jj) using Lemma 4 and the fact 
that & - ai, and q, are linearly independent. Thus 
by three uses of the induction hypothesis. This completes Lemma 5. 
Let 7 be the form induced on L by the 7+. , r E N. 7 is clearly symmetric and 
invariant, and this completes Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY. If (A,) is symmetrizable, [LO , L-J is of at most dimension 1 
for all /3 E A. 
4. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE RADICAL 
Let R be the radical of 7. Because 7 is invariant, R is an ideal. 
PROPOSITION 7. R is a homogeneous ideal. 
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Proof. Let a = CBEd a, , where a, EL, , be an element of R. For any 
X E A, let b EL-, . 0 = ~(b, a) = ~(b, a,J since ~(6, a4) = 0 if /I # A, and 
hence (L-, , aA) = (0). It follows that (L, aA) = (0) so that a,, E R. 
If  (Aij) is decomposable and 
we know L rv L1 x L2 where L” = L((A$))), k = I, 2. Now the invariant 
form ?lc induced on Lk from the symmetric matrix (A:;)E~) is clearly r 1 L”, 
and R N R1 x R2 where Rk is the radical of @. Thus, if the decom- 
position of (Aij) into indecomposable generalized Cartan matrices gives 
L EL1 x *-* x L” with invariant forms rk, K = l,..., s, R N R1 x -1. x R” 
where R” is the radical of G. Now R” is independent of rk in the sense that 
any change in the Q’S only alters rk by a scalar and hence provides the same 
radical. Thus R is independent of the choice of the E’S symmetrizing (Adi). 
We call R the radical of L = L((A,,)). 
Define P, = Ciil ,? Li so that L = M7 @ P, . We call an ideal J of L 
locally solvable if, given any Y EN, there exists an n = n(r) EN such that 
Jtn) C P, . 
PROPOSITION 8. (i) If p is a Weyl root, R n LB = (0) 
(ii) The center C of L is in R 
(iii) R is locally solvable. 
Proof. (i) Suppose I, ELM , 1, # 0 where /3 is a Weyl root. We know 
that LB = @I3 . We need only show that there exists an a EL-~ such that 
(a, 4) # 0. Since /3 is a Weyl root, there exists an 01~ and a w E W such 
that oliw = /3. Now, 0(w) maps Lmi onto L, and hence he&(w) = 1, for some 
h E @. Put U = fiO(W). 
T(f,O(w), Ae,O(w)) hB = [f,@(w), Ae,O(w)] = - h(h&(w)) f  0. 
(ii) C is clearly homogeneous. Thus we need only show that the 
homegeneous elements of C are in R. Let c be such an element and suppose 
c ELM . 0 = [c, Lea] = ~(c, Lm4) h-, so that if /3 # 0, T(C, Lp8) = 0 and we 
are through. If  /3 = 0, c E H, and hence 0 = [eic] = q(c) ei for all i E L. 
Thus q(c) = 0 and T(hui , c) = 0 for all iE L. It follows that T(H, c) = (0) 
so that c E R. 
(iii) Let H n R = Ho . One sees easily that H,, C C. Let R+ and R- be 
the subspaces of R spanned by the homogeneous elements of positive and 
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negative degrees respectively. Clearly R = H,, @ R+ @ R-. We are going 
to show that Rf and R- are ideals ofL. In fact, if R+ is not an ideal, RfU !& R+ 
where U is the universal enveloping algebra of L and its action on L determined 
by the adjoint representation. Thus, for some homogeneous element a E R+, 
a adgil . ..adg.,~R-@Ho where gij E {ek ,fk 1 k E L}. Now, clearly there 
exists an s, 1 ,( s < Y such that a adgSl --. adg, EL@~ for some k E L. Thus 
ek E R which is contrary to (i). Thus Rf, and likewise R-, is an ideal. We 
then must have [R+, R-1 = (0) from which 
R(n) = (R+)(n) + (R-)(n) c p, if n>l. 
Define E = E((A,,)) to be L/R. Let an overbar denote the canonical 
homomorphism of L onto E. Our object now is to show that E is just about 
always simple and to classify the nonsimple E’s and their ideal lattices. 
We begin by proving a highly desirable property of the radical, which in 
turn leads to Proposition g-the key to what follows. 
DEFINITION. A root p is called nuZE if /3(h) = 0 for all h E H. 
LEMMA 6. The only homogeneous locally solvable ideal of E is (0). 
Proof. Suppose J is a homogeneous locally solvable ideal of E. Choose 
an a EL, for some root /I such that ti is an element of EB n J. We want to show 
that d = 0. If T(L+ , a) = 0, d = 0. Suppose then that there is a b EL+ 
such that T(b, a) # 0. First we show that /3 is a null root. In fact, we know 
T(b, a) La = [6, 61 E J. If & = 0, h, E R and 0 = T(htii , h,) = /3(h,<) for all 
i E L, whence fi is null. 
If, on the other hand, & # 0, we conclude that [.$a] = ari(hB) G?~ and 
L&l = - 4h,>Ji 6 I f or i E L. If @a) # 0 for some i, this means that 
@i$+@&+@~CJ h’h w ic is clearly contrary to the local solvability of J. 
Thus we must have ori = 0 for all i E L and this means /I is null. 
Consider now [aei], i E L. [&I is homogeneous and in J so by the above 
argument, if +LB-.i , [q]) f 0, /3 + i 01 is null. This can’t simultaneously 
happen with /3 null, so T(L++ , [aeJ) = O-that is, [aeJ E R. This is true 
for all i E L and likewise we must have [ufi] E R for all i E L. This implies 
that [a,L] c R or equivalently, T(L, [La]) = 0. The invariance of 7 and the 
fact that [L, L] = L, forces a E R whence 6 = 0 which is contrary to the 
assumption. Thus every homogeneous element of J is zero, and it follows 
that J is zero. 
We will now work exclusively with E, so we drop the overbar notation and 
consider ei , fi , hi as elements of E. 
PROPOSITION 9. If (Aij) is symmetrizable and indecomposable, and if 
481/10/z-7 
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E = E((A,,)) is of in$nite dimension, then the only element a E E satisfying the 
equations [afJ = 0 for all i E L (req. [aeJ = 0 for all i E L) is 0. 
Proof. Suppose a G E and [afi] = 0 for all i E L. We can suppose a is 
homogeneous. Let U, U, , lJ_ , B denote the universal algebra of E and the 
subalgebras generated by the e’s, f’s, and h’s, respectively. We know that 
BU-U, = U, and the hypotheses on a show that aU = au, (we are 
letting U act on E via the representation induced by the adjoint representation 
of E on itself). 
I f  a is of positive degree, aU = aU+ is a locally solvable homogeneous 
ideal of E and consequently is (0). 
I f  a E H, [afJ = 0 for all i implies that [aeJ = 0 for all i, whence a U = @a 
which is again locally solvable. 
Finally, if a is of negative degree, aU+ is an ideal all of whose elements 
have degree >, deg a. Since dim E = CO, this means aU, 5 E. Now, if 
au, n E, # (0), some e, is bound to be in all, . Then ejU C au, and 
since ejU = E we have a contradiction. The homogeneity of aU+ forces 
aU+ C E- + H and, in fact, au, n H must be in the center, C, of E, for 
otherwise we obtain an e, E aU+ . In all, au+ C E- + C which is locally 
solvable. Thus a = 0. 
Remark. This result is false if dim E is finite, for an element in a root 
space of minimum height is bound to be annihilated by the adfi , i E L. 
However, if we restrict a to be homogeneous of positive (resp. negative) 
degree then everything goes through properly. 
5. PRINCIPAL IDEALS 
Our assumptions for Sections 5-8 will be that (Aij) is symmetrizable and 
indecomposable, and E = E((A,,)) is of infinite dimension. 
THEOREM 4. Every ideal of E isprincipal (i.e., has the form aU for some 
a E E). lf there are no nonzero null roots in E, E is simple. 
Proof. Suppose I is a non-trivial ideal of E. For any x E E, x # 0, we can 
write x = &Ed(2) x6 where xB E E, , X, # 0, and d(x) C A. We then define 
a(x), the spread of X, to be max{ht /3 - ht y  1 p, y  E d(x)}. Choose an a E I 
subject to the conditions (i) u(a) is minimal among the nonzero elements of 1, 
and (ii) ] d(a) 1 is minimal among the elements satisfying (i). 
Write a = &.Ed(a) a, . We now claim that we can choose a satisfying (i) 
and (ii) such that A(a) Cd+ U (0}, d(a) $ A+, and a, = h, . For suppose 
we have chosen a satisfying (i) and (ii). Let &, be a root of minimal height 
in A(a) and suppose, for definiteness, that /3,, < 0. By Proposition 9, there is 
an e, such that [aB,ei] # 0. The conditions (i) and (ii) which a meets prohibit 
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[u,,e,] = 0 for any y E d(a). Th us, inductively, we can push us0 up until it is 
in H. The resulting element necessarily satisfies (i) and (ii). Thus we may 
assume that from the beginning a = a, + CBEdtajnd+ us , a0 # 0. If a, E @Sh, , 
a suitable multiple of a meets all our requirements. If a, $ @h, , choose an ei 
such that [u,ei] f 0. Then [[u,ei],fi] is a nonzero element of @Zzi . If i # 1, 
operating successively by udej udfj’s, where the j’s label vertices of the 
diagram forming a connected chain to 1, we push a, into @h, . a retains its 
properties (i) and (ii) so we see we have the required element. 
We suppose then that a = h, + CBEdfajnd+ a, . (The choice of the index 1 
to subscript h is one of convenience and has no significance.) a is in fact unique 
in this form satisfying (i) and (ii), for the difference of two distinct such ele- 
ments would give us a nonzero element of Z of less spread. 
Now let b be a nonzero element of I, b = xAEdtll) b, . Let 6 be a root of 
minimal height in d(b). Since h,U = E, we can write 
ha = (h,) C cLj,,...,j,gjl ... gi, 7 
where 
where 
E(gjJ = % 
if gii = ek , 
-0Lk if gji = fk . 
Letc = 42 Pdlj,,...,jJjgj, a*. gj,) E aU. Clearly u(c) = u(u) and a(b - c) < o(b). 
Furthermore, b - c has one less homogeneous component of height = ht(6) 
than b. A finite number of repetitions removes all components of height = ht(S). 
Thus there are cr ,..., C,EUU such that u(b -cr - ..* -c,) <u(b). We 
proceed inductively until there remains an element of spread less than u(u). 
Such an element must be zero. Thus Z = aU. 
We look finally at a itself. [ah] = &Ed(alnd +[uBh] is evidently of spread less 
than a for any h E H, so we must have 0 = [ash] = p(h) us for all h E H. 
Thus each/3 E o(u) n d+ is null. If there are no null roots in d, o(u) n d+ = + 
whence a = h, andZ = h,U = E. 
DEFINITION. We call a the canonical generator for I. 
6. NULL ROOTS 
In view of Theorem 4 it is appropriate to study null roots in the case when 
the algebra E is not simple. This will lead, in the next section, to explicit 
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knowledge of the ideal lattice of such algebras which in turn will help in the 
classification of such algebras. 
Let E be the algebra arising from a symmetrizable, indecomposable, 
generalized Cartan matrix (A,) and suppose E is infinite-dimensional and 
not simple. Then E has null roots, the set of which we denote by 2. A par- 
ticularly important set of roots, Z*, which turns out to be a subset of Z, is 
defined by 
Z* = {/3 E d / there is an aa E Ee such that h,u = 0 
if and only if a,u = 0, u E U>, 
where, as usual, U is the universal algebra for E and the representation is that 
induced by the adjoint representation of E on itself. 
Z* C Z is immediately apparent by letting u vary over H in the definition. 
Furthermore, Z* is nontrivial because E is not simple and thus contains a 
nontrivial ideal I. This ideal has a canonical generator a = hr +- &Ed(a)nd+uD 
and d(a) n d+ # 4. Since a is of minimal spread in I, for all u E U acting 
homogeneously on L we have h,u = 0 if and only if a,+ = 0, /3 E d(u) n d+. 
We get the same thing for arbitrary u E U by decomposing u into its homog- 
eneous components and using the fact that h, and a, are homogeneous in E. 
If  we consider E as a U-module, we can define, for each p E Z*, a module 
isomorphism 7. of E onto itself by 
h,ura = ueu, UE u. 
It is easily seen that 7s is homogeneous of degree /3 on E. 
We call a U-module automorphism of E which is homogeneous of degree B 
a /Ash@. 
LEMMA 7. Two shifts through the same /3 dz@r only by a sculur multiple. 
Proof. Suppose 71 and ~a are two &shifts. Then v  = ~~7;~ is homogeneous 
of degree 0, and consequently e,v = Xe, for some nonzero X E @. Since 
e,U = E, any element of E can be written in the form e,u. But 
(elu) v  = e,vu = Xe,u, so v  = ME. 
PROPOSITION 10. Z* is a cyclic subgroup of (A, +). 
Proof. I f  8, y  E Z*, we have a B-shift, 7a , and a y-shift 7v . v  = Q-~s~;’ is 
homogeneous of degree ,!3 - y  so that a 3 h,v E EaeY . Clearly au = 0 if and 
only if h,u = 0 for u E U, so that /3 - y  E Z*. Thus Z* is a group. 
Let 5 be a root of minimal positive height in Z*, and let B be arbitrary in Z*. 
For any integers zi and z2 , 
ht(x,l; + za/3) = xi ht [ + za ht ,3. 
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Thus by the Euclidean algorithm ht 5 / ht p. y  = /3 - (ht /3/ht 5) 4 is of 
height 0 and is in Z* CA, and this forces y  = 0, whence Z* = [[I. 
Let us fix a particular c-shift, p, and for any a E E define ati) = api, i E Z. 
If  a = 4 + CBE&md + a, is the canonical generator of some ideal, I, 
we have seen that A(u) C Z* = [{I. Thus for p E A(u) n A+, we can write 
/3 = k{ and there is a P-shift v  mapping h, into a, . By Lemma 7, there is 
a A, E @ such that Y = h,pk. Thus a, = h,h:“). In total, we can write 
a = ~~=s AJzpr. It is convenient now to normalize a so that it is in the 
form Cz,, A# with A, f  0, A, = 1. We will say that this is the normcdized 
cunonicul generator of I. 
7. IDEAL STRUCTURE OF THE NONSIMPLE E’s 
Our hypotheses are the same as those of the preceding section. The 
following lemma, whose proof is more or less obvious and hence omitted, 
shows that there is no shortage of ideals in a nonsimple E. 
LEMMA 8. Let a = z:L,, &hp’, where &E@, X, # 0, h, = 1. Then the 
ideal, uU, has a us normalized canonical generator. (We will now denote this 
ideal by (a)). 
Let S = CieZ 0 @h:i’ and make S into an associative algebra by defining 
h:“’ . h:j’ = ,$f+j’. S N a(x) = f  A$ 1 almost all Xi = 01, 
.&-m 
where x is an indeterminate. 
(S, .) has the following two properties: 
(i) every ideal of S is principal [the ideal generated by an element a will 
be denoted by (a)]; 
(ii) (u) C (b) if and only if b j a in S. 
LEMMA 9. If I is an ideal of E and I = (a), where a is the normalized 
canonical generator, then (a) = (a) n S. 
Proof. First let us show that (a) n S is an ideal of S. It is clearly a 
subspace. Now let b E (a) n Sand c E S. We write c = Cj cih:j), b = xi bihp). 
For each j choose uj E U such that h,uj = hlj’. Then hj%+ = hr+j) and 
c . b = -& ci xi &h:i+j’ = Cj cj(buj) E (a). Thus c . b E (a) n Sand (a) n S 
is an ideal. 
Since a E (a) n S, (u) _C (a) n S. On the other hand (a) n S = (d) for 
some suitable d E S, and we can suppose d is in the form Cz,, dihp) with 
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d, # 0, d, = 1. (a) _C (d) means that d / a whence o(d) < o(a). This together 
with the fact that d E (a) forces d = a as required. 
THEOREM 5. If (a), (b) are nonzero ideals of E, a and b in normalized 
canonical form, then (a) _C (b) ;f  and only if b 1 a in S. 
Proof. (a)C(b)o(a)nSC(b)nSo(a)C(b)ob/a. 
COROLLARY. The ideal lattice of E is isomorphic to the ideal lattice of a(x). 
THEOREM 6. Any ideal [# (0)] of E is of finite codimension. 
Proof. Let I # (0) be an ideal and suppose I = (a) where a = C&,, Ai,?). 
Let T, = C @ E, where the sum is taken over all /3 E d such that 
0 < ht /3 < ht SC. Clearly dim T, is finite and we will be finished if we can show 
that every element of E is congruent, modulo I, to an element of T, . It is 
enough to do this for homogeneous elements of degree < 0 or 3 SC. The case 
for elements of degree < 0 is typical. If b E E, and y < 0, choose some u E U 
such that A,,h,u = b. 
b E b - u(mod 1) = - f Ad(h,u)(i) = - i bib(i). 
i=l i=l 
Now bti) E E,,,, and ht y < ht(y + it) < ht(s[) for i = l,..., s. Thus, if 
we make the inductive assumption that the result is true for all y’ E d with 
ht y < ht y’ < 0, we are finished. 
8. CLASSIFICATION OF NONSIMPLE E’s 
We are now in a position to reach an enumeration of all the indecomposable 
generalized Cartan matrices which could lead to an infinite-dimensional 
nonsimple E. This does not assure us that these generalized Car-tan matrices 
actually do provide us with nonsimple E’s though this is indeed the case (as 
we will show in a sequel to this paper). 
Suppose (A,) is an indecomposable symmetrizable generalized Cartan 
matrix such that E = E((A,,)) is of infinite dimension and is not simple. 
Let 5 = C i& be the positive generator of Z*. 
LEMMA 10. (i) If /3 = CieL &xi is a nonzero null root then j$ # 0 for any 
iEL. 
(ii) CisL [,cih, = 0. 
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Proof. (i) Suppose, without loss of generality, that /3 > 0. If some 
/Ij = 0, let J = {j 1 pi = O}. Choose i $ J such that Aii # 0 for some j E J. 
(This is possible since A,, is indecomposable.) Then 
,q,jj) = C fIkak(hj) = ,‘$Aij + c t%& 
keL-J koL-J 
k#i 
which is less than zero, contrary to the fact that /3 is null. 
(ii) &’ is null and therefore CioL &ori(hj) = 0 for j EL. But this means 
0 = CieL &Aijcj = CiEL 5iAjici = olj(CidL {&) = 0 for all j E L. This in 
turn means CieL &bihi = 0 (since we are in E). 
Let us now consider the matrix (Aij)* which consists of (Aij) with its Zth 
row and column removed. (What we are going to say will be valid for the 
removal of any row and the corresponding column.) Let F* be the free Lie 
algebra on the 3(Z - 1) generators ef ,..., et1 , ff ,..., f& , h: ,..., hfel . Let ,U 
be the obvious homomorphism of F* into E. Clearly this induces a homo- 
morphism (also called p) of L* E L((Aij)*) into E. Let A * be the set of roots 
ofL*. The definition of root spaces ofL* establishes at once thatL?$ is mapped 
by p onto EB for all /3 E rl* - (0). H* = @hf + .** + @hz is mapped onto 
@h, + **. + @h,-, , which is H by Lemma 10 (i) and (ii). 
Suppose <I ,..., Ed have been chosen to symmetrize (Ad&. Then <I ,..., cl-r 
symmetrize (Aij)* and if, as usual, we define hz = cihF, i E L - {Z}, we see t 
that hzp = h, for all /3 E A*. 
We now want to show that the radical R(L*) of L* is mapped into (0) by p. 
If h* E R(L*) n H*, then ol,(h*) = 0 for j E L - (1) from which it follows 
that aj(h*p) = 0 forj E L - (1). But [(h*p) = 0 and because of Lemma 10 (i), 
q(h*p) = 0. This means h*p = 0. Now since dim H* = dim H we con- 
clude that actually h* = 0. This argument tells us a little more, for we have 
seen that ai = 0 for i E L - {I} implies h* = 0. Thus det(Aii)* # 0. 
Now, if b* E R(L*) n L$, /3 f 0, we have 0 = ~*(b*, L$) h$ = [b*, L$]. 
Thus [b, E-,] = 0, where b = b*p. Since [b, E-J = ~(b, E-,) heB we must 
have ~(b, E-& = 0, in which case b = 0; or h-, = 0. Now h-, = 0 would 
mean h$ = 0 or j?(h*) = 0 for all h* E H*, contrary to the nonsingularity 
of (A,,)*. 
In conclusion, we have established the existence of a homomorphism (still 
call it EL) of E* = E((AJ*) into E. Now we show p is l-l. It is sufficient 
to show that Z.L is injective on the root spaces since p preserves degrees. We 
already know p 1 H* is l-l. If B E A*, /3 > 0 and p has been shown injective 
for E,” such that 0 < ht y < ht 6, and if a* E E, and a*p = 0, then 
0 = [a*p, fi] = [a*, f “1 Z.L for all i E L - (2). This means [a*, f T] = 0 for 
all i E L - {Z}, whence a * = 0 (Prop. 9). We argue for /I < 0 analogously. 
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Now, there are no null roots in A* except 0, for such roots lead to null 
roots of A in contradiction to Lemma 10. Let Ef,..., Et be the components of 
E* due to the decomposition of (&)* into indecomposable components. 
E* = ET x .-. x E$. Each of these has its own root system and a nonzero 
null root in one leads to a non-zero null root of A*, which we know is impos- 
sible. Suppose, if possible, that some E? is of infinite dimension. Theorem 4 
tells us that E$ is simple. Let M be a maximal ideal of E and restrict p to Ef. 
There is an induced homomorphism of E$ into E/M. Ef is not mapped into 
zero for otherwise some ek E E is in M, whence M = E. Thus E: is mapped 
injectively. Since E/M is of finite dimension, dim Ef is finite, contrary to 
hypothesis. Thus we have shown dim E* is finite. 
Let us sum up what we have done. We have shown that if any row and the 
corresponding column of (AJ are removed, the resulting Lie algebra is of 
finite dimension. This means in particular that the Weyl group of the 
remaining generalized Cartan matrix is finite. 
Now, there is a result of Harish-Chandra and Chevalley (see, for example, 
[2], pp. 207-223) which states that a generalized Cartan matrix with nonzero 
determinant and determining a finite Weyl group is a Cartan matrix. Thus 
THEOREM 7. If (Aij) is an indecomposable symmetrizablegeneralized Cartan 
matrix yielding a nonsimple Lie algebra of infinite dimension, then it is singular 
and the removal of any row and corresponding column results in a Cartan matrix. 
DEFINITION. A generalized Cartan matrix of the tpye hypothesized in 
Theorem 7 will be called a Euclidean matrix and the corresponding algebra E 
will be called a Euclidean Lie algebra. 
It is fairly easy to show, now, that the only possibilities for (Aij) are those 
of the table below. It is in fact true that each of the matrices listed does lead 
to a nonsimple Lie algebra though we will not prove that here. The diagrams 
are labelled with names of the form X,,i where i = 1,2, or 3. On the whole, 
the use of the X needs no explanation (in cases where there seems some doubt 
as to what X should be-e.g., B,,, and C,,,--further investigations into the 
situation have indicated which is preferable). The diagrams, although labeled 
X,,i ,arediagramsof(l + 1) x (I+ 1)g eneralized Cartan matrices and hence 
there are I+ 1 vertices in each. This is a matter of convenience later on. The 
index i does more than distinguish diagrams with the same X. It is actually 
the index of Z* in 2 (for 2 turns out always to be a group). 
The diagrams are made up as follows: (i) vertex i and vertex j are joined 
by AijAj, lines; (ii) if vertex i and vertex j are joined by lines with no arrow- 
head, Aij = Aj, ; (iii) if vertex i and vertex j are joined by lines with an 
arrow-head-say from i to j-then / A,, 1 > 1 Aji I. 
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An arbitrary indexing of one of these diagrams gives back (Ati) with, of 
course, a possible rearrangement of the rows and columns. 
Table of Euclidean Matrices 
Table of Euclidean Matrices ---- 
*&I , . * O\* 
.L>z * \ - 
“\ P 
o\. * 
. - 
BkT,l o-o-o . . . . O-040 
1>3 I - 0 
%,2 
L> - 
Q,l 
0+0-o . . . . o--04xl 
2 
0+0-o . . . . o-o+0 
L> 2 - 
5,2 
o-o- 0 _._. o-o*0 
L>3 I - 0 
%,I o-o-o . . . . o-o-o 
L>4 
d 
I 
0 
BCe, 2 
0+-o . . . . o--o==+0 
a> 3 - 
E6,1 
E7,1 
Es,l 
F4,1 
F4,2 
G211 
G2,2 
*1,1 
A I,2 
P 
P 
o-o -o-o-o 
7 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
i o-o-o-o-o- -0-o 
o-o+o-o-o 
o-o=+o-o-o 
“Lo-0 
0=+0-o 
0-o 
*o 
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9. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL LIE ALGEBRAS 
We have not discussed at all the situation when E = E((A,,)) is finite- 
dimensional. Let us suppose then that (/Iii) is a symmetrizable indecom- 
posable generalized Cartan matrix and that either ,!?(A,,)) or L((&)) is 
finite-dimensional. It follows immediately that the set of Weyl roots dw is 
finite. Now dw may be seen to satisfy all the requirements of an irreducible 
reduced root system with cyi ,..., al as a basis as defined by Serre in [4]. The 
involutions rl ,..., rl are the unique symmetries with respect to 01~ ,..., 01~) 
respectively, and since oliri = 0~~ - A,+zj it follows that (AJ must be a 
Cartan matrix. Now, referring to the Appendix of Chapter VI of [4j, one 
sees that L((&)) must be the split simple Lie algebra over @ with Cartan 
matrix (Aij). Thus L((A,,)) = E((A,,)) and is nothing new. 
Remarks. 1. D.-N. Verma and L. Solomon have recently proved [5j 
that the Weyl group, W, is actually defined by the generators and relations 
given in Prop. 5. That is, W is Coxeter group. 
2. The nature of the radical, R, is still far from clear-in fact, it is 
conceivable that R = (0) when (Aij) is nonsingular. Of course, when (A,) 
is singular R # (0) since H contains a nonzero element of R. For Euclidean 
Lie algebras R may be shown to be the center. 
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